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~utnifute 
Original designs emphasize simple lines and 
fitting the intended use, says Marjorie Lund 
M ANY Iowa State students may point with pride 
to original pieces of furniture which they ·have 
individually designed and constructed. Applied art 
majors in Miss Mabel Fisher's advanced crafts class 
plan pieces of functional furniture which emphasize 
simplicity of line and form. 
Features which the homemaker has wanted but 
rarely finds in commercial furniture are being incor-
porated into the students' special projects. Those who 
make a bedside table, design it according to its in-
tended use. A shelf may be added to fit either a small 
or large radio. If the student likes to read in bed she 
may include convenient book shelves. Lack of drawer 
or closet space in her room may result in additional 
drawers and a sh0e shelf with a door. 
A student designing a desk considers the available 
wall space in her room and the desk's position in rela-
tion to the other pieces of furniture. Her height will 
determine the height of the desk. Long legs would 
make a large kneehole desirable and the depth of the 
drawers depends upon their use. Shallow drawers are 
best for papers and deeper ones for storage. 
Although students learn to recognize and appreciate 
traditional styles, the modern trend is stressed. In 
furniture design, just as in the design of automobiles 
or women's apparel, styles of years ago give way to 
new trends. 
"Just as the modern kitchen has improved in effi-
ciency through the years, so modern furniture with its 
functional design is replacing the more elaborate tra-
ditional furniture of the past," says Miss Fisher. 
After the plans have been made on paper, an ac-
curate small scale model is made from cardboard. 
Working with cardboard reveals the problems to be 
encountered in actual construction. The grain of the 
wood is considered a part of the design and its use is 
planned to avoid warping and unnecessary strain. 
The type of finish used on the furniture depends 
on its ultimate use. Finishes are chosen that will be 
appropriate for the room and will harmonize with 
simple traditional styles. The final finish eliminates 
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the bold grain of the less expensive woods and gives 
the appearance of a hard wood finish. 
After the furniture is sanded, nail holes are filled 
with wood sanding and paste. The stain used has a 
base of white or cream house paint. Black, vermilion 
and yellow ochre oil paints are added to produce the 
desired color. This solution is used as a stain, not a 
paint. It is applied with a brush and rubbed with a 
cloth after it has dried for at least 24 hours. A coat 
of varnish is applied and rubbed with a cloth until 
it is dry. This may be repeated two or three times. 
The usual method of letting the varnish dry com-
pletely results in a glossy finish. A velvet finish similar 
to choice hard woods results when the wood is rubbed 
with pumice and oil. Soft wood finished in this man-
ner is just as durable as hard wood. A light finish is 
most suitable for the soft woods. Pine is the most 
popular choice of wood. 
Usually the form of the furniture is beautiful in 
itself but sometimes decorations are added through 
structure. Half-rounds are used effectively as a struc-
tural part of coffee tables, end tables and magazine 
benches. Glass is often used for table tops. The half-
rounds in longer lengths make a smart flexible screen. 
Because of limited space in the laboratory there is 
no mechanical equipment and some of the lumber is 
taken to the college carpenter shop to be cut into de-
sirable lengths and widths. Most of the necessary 
equipment is simple so that it is possible for the stu-
dents to continue making furniture in their home as 
a hobby. Their training in furniture design and con-
struction also will be invaluable to them when they 
purchase furniture. 
The course is preceded by extensive training in 
crafts. Woods are used experimentally to determine 
their possibilities and limitations. Beginning work 
is done with designing and constructing boxes, pic-
ture frames, bowls and other articles. Working with 
the wood and machinery prepares the student for the 
more complicated work of making furniture. Ability 
to do original design comes with practice. 
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